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Market update & outlook
Executive summary – 2022 Q4
Macro economy

U.S. – less-than-truckload

Europe

▪ Consumer spending stagnating
▪ Early signs of weakening in
manufacturing
▪ Trucking employment strong

▪ Demand beginning to soften
▪ Pricing discipline remains
▪ Service levels stabilize, but can be
improved

▪ Capacity loosening as volumes
decline in Q3 2022
▪ Rates starting to plateau
▪ High inflation and looming
economic contraction

U.S. – truckload

U.S. – bulk

Mexico

▪ Continued contraction in
contract rates
▪ Carriers actively looking for
freight via all contact methods
▪ Heavy RFP activity in Q4 with
favorable shipper results

▪ Lower spot rate premiums
▪ Improved first tender
acceptance
▪ Extended lead-times for
equipment purchases continue

▪ Laredo spot rates softening
▪ Double trailer-trucks banned in
Mexico
▪ Nearshoring efforts expected to
counter softening capacity
environment

U.S. – intermodal

International

Canada

▪ Dray and equipment capacity
availability continues to improve
▪ Rail agreements tentative,
negotiations continue
▪ Improved rail velocity is nearing the
5-year average

▪ US import volumes recorded decline in
September
▪ Asia ocean import rates have declined
drastically in Q3
▪ US port congestion is rapidly easing

▪ Economic factors suppressing
domestic demand
▪ Market and pricing stabilizing
▪ Stricter ELD enforcement
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Supply caught up as demand stagnated

Uber Freight’s supply and demand indices, SA

• Our demand index measures the underlying economic
activity, such as consumer spending, manufacturing,
imports, and exports.

• It shows demand decreasing in the past few months,
because of lower imports and flat consumer spending.
• The supply index measures capacity based on driver and
truck populations.

• Supply has caught up with demand since mid-2022,
closing a historic gap that lasted for two years.

Supply
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Demand

(1) US

Census Bureau, (2) US Bureau of Economic Analysis

• Supply growth was mostly driven by payroll employment
in Q3, as new entrants (OOs) slowed down, and authority
revocations increased.

Carriers have over-hired in the past year, and starting to eliminate excess capacity

Trucking employment : Change from Jan 2020 (1)

General trucking employment
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(1)

Long-distance TL employment

Bureau of Labor Statistics

•

The fastest growth was seen in long-distance
truckload employment, which saw a record yearover-year increase of 9.3% in July.

•

Many of those hired were owner-operators enrolling
with larger fleets as the spot market softened.

•

As demand normalized, carriers cut 11,400 jobs in
September. This was the largest drop since April
2020, and the second decrease since then.

•

Trucking employment is currently about 5% above its
pre-pandemic levels.

Transportation Management
4PL Market Trends
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Long-term dry van trends – post peak recap – 2015 to present
Inflationary Periods
Key Points

9-Months

Note: Spot Trends include both manually assigned rates and auction data
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27-Months

•

Recent inflationary
period 3X as long vs
Sep-2017 to Jun-2018

•

Post-Covid inflation
+39% on contract rates
only

•

Sustained post-Covid
Spot Volumes to Mar2022

•

Rapid spike in Fuel Per
Mile correlated with labor
shift within OO’s vs
Contract Carriers

•

Post 2022 peak contract
rates retreating, spot
discounts will further
drive contract rates
down

Long-term dry van trends - route guide performance

Significantly better route
guide compliance
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Significantly better first tender
acceptance performance

Route guide failure
de-risked in current market

Year-over-year review across modes
Rate trends

• Rates softening across all
modes

• FAM offering discounts to
contract baselines

• Outlook – continued
softening into 2023Q1/2
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According to the Energy Information Administration, as of Oct. 21, the U.S. has just
over 25 days of reserve diesel supply, a low not seen since 2008.
According to the Energy Information Administration, as of Oct. 21, the
U.S.
has just
days oflevel,
reserve
dieselmay
supply,
a low
not
seen
Mansfield
saysover
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economy
consumers
feel the
pinch
at the
pump
since
but
for2008.
businesses that rely on diesel for operations, supply will still be available.
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fuel stations
bags
the
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businesses
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on diesel
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the pumps.
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(and when
it does, you’ll be
supply
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available.
sure to hear
in thebe
news),
but in general retail stations will find supply and stay
running. Higher prices will simply get passed on to consumers,” the company
“Retail
consumers shouldn’t expect to see widespread fuel stations
said.
with bags over the pumps. It may happen on a rare occasion (and
when
it does, you’ll be sure to hear it in the news), but in general retail
https://mansfield.energy/market-news/what-does-diesel-shortage-reallystations
mean/ will find supply and stay running. Higher prices will simply get
passed on to consumers,” the company said.
Source: Forbes October 2022
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•

1MM barrels released per
day for 6-Months starting in
March 2022

•

Steps to replenish SPR after
2023

•

Fear-mongering vs. real
issues remain to be seen

•

Actively monitoring sources
for our customers (eia.gov)

•

Constantly reevaluate
mode and network design
options to mitigate impact
of fuel prices, identify levers
in advance

Uber Freight 2022
Weekly Average Van Spot Rate

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
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Spot rates started 2022 elevated at record levels and has
fallen consistently and dramatically throughout 2022
Since end of Q2 spot rates have leveled off with some
continued moderate downward trends
Events (Hurricane Ian, potential rail strikes) have caused
some short-term regional rate spikes or shipper concerns

Expect market to continue flat to softening demand with
excess TL capacity
LTL rates are moderating but higher carrier pricing discipline
IM opportunities increasing but still some origin / lane issues
TL carriers face increased / increasing costs with limited
ability to offset downward rate pressure with cost savings

Carrier sentiment
FTR forecasted active truck utilization (seated trucks, engaged in
hauling freight) is weaker than in the prior outlook and bottoms out
under 91% early in 2023 before starting to firm modestly in mid to late
2023.
Class 8 production has increased by 6% per day as manufacturers
begin filling 2023 orders.
○ US Retail sales increased month over month, but caution
remains ahead of holiday and potential recession.
○ Trailer orders leveled off (-1%) from previous month of 20+%
growth. Spike expected with 2023 builds next month.
○ Average wait time for new truck fell to just under 7 months
compared to 8-9 months in July.
Carriers are now bidding on more volume than in the previous 18
months while searching for opportunities and ways to get and retain
drivers and improve operating ratio.
○ Home time for drivers continues to be a priority while balancing
productivity.
○ For-hire trucking added just 800 jobs in August.
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Carrier capacity trends
•

Continued improvement in driver availability – from large carrier Q3 Earnings report “we have
now increased our number of drivers by 600 +, or 22+%, since June 30, 2021.”

•

Larger carriers continue shift from OTR to Dedicated Operations as % of total fleet

•

Truck OEM’s delivering at higher levels but full order books – what % is just replacement vs
growth?

•

LTL Carriers continue to open new terminals primarily to build density within existing service
territory, and continue to add dock doors within existing terminals

•

TL and LTL service continues to improve and shippers again focusing on service metrics
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Truckload Procurement Results
Low Cost Savings %
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2022-23 rate outlook and contingencies
Contractual renewals
▪ Despite softening demand LTL carriers continue to pride themselves on being price
disciplined.
▪ Expect lower contractual increases than in the past 24 months.
▪ Signs of pricing relief began in August and are expect to continue through at least beginning of
2023.
▪ Expect 2H22/23 contractual renewals to be in 4% - 8% range.
▪ Majority of “price corrections” were made in 2021 and 1H2022 so expect minimal
double-digit increases.
▪ Focus on removing poorly operating business from networks or re-pricing at a
significant increase (hard to handle freight, driver / trailer turnover delays, etc.).
▪ Focus on higher increases on certain segments of business in order to reduce the
overall impact to the majority of business and retain business levels.
▪ Focus on improving accessorial margin by removing historic waived fees (notify &
appointment, reweigh & inspection), and continuing to strategically increase other impactful
accessorials.
Shipper contingencies
▪ Ability to capture savings through introduction of new carriers and route guide adjustments.
▪ Introduce flexibility within operations and introduce 1 – 3 impactful initiatives to streamline LTL
shipping.
▪

Improve carrier automation and driver & equipment utilization.

▪

Improve Bill of Lading quality and digitization of information sent to carrier.
Focus on improving key factors that contribute to carrier’s OR.
Adjust route guide to minimize impact of increases to align with carriers changing networks
(give carriers freight that works well in their network to improve pricing and service).

▪
▪
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Europe - Factors affecting supply
Key points on capacity, pricing and driver shortages
▪ Q3 started to show an easing of transport capacity with many manufacturers reducing outputs and softening demand, but France
remains capacity constrained. High energy industries are being even more heavily affected.
▪ Companies have higher inventories due to a rapid softening of demand, so warehouse space is limited – the lack of warehouse
capacity and increasing labour and energy costs are increasing warehousing rates.
▪ Fuel prices have been volatile during the quarter, with oil prices decreasing by 21% in the quarter.

▪ France has been affected by strikes in many of the major oil refineries and depots affecting fuel supplies.
▪ The driver market remains challenging, with the EU Mobility pack having an ongoing additional impact. Eastern European transport
companies continue to increase driver rates to retain drivers, and they continue to look further east for drivers.
▪ Ocean carriers are being forced to drastically adjust weekly capacity from Asia to Europe against a background of exceptionally weak
demand.

▪ Pricing: There is a plateau in transport prices as demand weakens and fuel costs decrease. (See European Rate Trends Graphs).
▪ However, there are potential pent up rate increases pending for contract renewals due to the inflationary pressures on trucks, drivers,
tyres, maintenance and driver costs.
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Mexico - Outlook and recommendations
Outlook

▪ The Mexico market is temporarily soft; however, we expect it could pick up any time with new shippers settling in
as nearshoring continues increasing especially in the northern region of the country.

▪ Carriers continue to be selective with customers, prioritizing shipper of choice best practices such as agile
processes for loading, unloading, and border crossing.

▪ Inflation continued at 8.7% in September, same as in August.
▪ Drivers' shortage continue to be a challenge for the freight market; it’s expected that Mexico will close the year
with a drivers' deficit of 56,000 unfilled positions.
Recommendations for Mexico exporters

▪ Continue working on implementing efficient processes for Carta Porte implementation to avoid shipment
rejections from carriers and the risk of paying fines for error or omissions in its requirements.

▪ Improve driver experience: shipping and unloading times, border crossing times, and flexible appointments
scheduling (24/7 dock access or weekend hours options).

▪ Continue having open communication and 1:1 negotiations with your incumbents' carriers and logistics partners
to prioritize service.
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Global supply chain impacts
▪ U.S. import cargo is continuing to be diverted to U.S. gulf and
east coast ports due to uncertainty with ILWU labor contract
negotiations.

▪ LA/LB vessel queue at lowest level since January 2022 and is
not expected to increase based on incoming container and
vessel volumes.
▪ Savannah continues to have the largest vessel queue
however the port is estimating to have the queue cleared by
end of November.
▪ Effective ocean carrier capacity will be decreased by ~15%
between 2023 and 2024 due to new global fuel efficiency
rules, slow steaming and vessel scrapping.
▪ Air freight demand in Europe and North America is declining.
Rates have dropped sharply in Q3. The Baltic Air Index shows
air cargo rates down 46% Shanghai to North America
compared to October 2021.
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Cost and capacity pressures easing

Executive summary: supply loosening while demand levels off leading to easing of cost pressures

?

Rates

Supply

Demand

Labor

Policy

▪ Contracts continue to drop

▪ OEM’s have begun

▪ Peak (October – mid-

▪ Trucking job growth has

▪ AB5 enforcements has been

through RFP process

accepting orders from 2023,
trend to continue throughout
Q4

▪ Spot rates have mostly

stabilized
▪ Continued pressure in

production rates remain
restrained

incumbent carrier pricing as
shippers look for cost savings

inventory in select categories
to clear excess inventory
▪ Industrial production,

▪ Used Class 8 declined for
▪ Diesel prices continue to rise

slowed
▪ Driver shortage continues to

▪ Retailers discounting

▪ Class 8 build improving but

as distillate inventories are
still very low.

December) expected to be
weak

manufacturing output rise

sixth consecutive month

ease in 2022 but expectation
is that relief is temporary in
the long term
▪ Employment gains were

broad based despite rising
interest rates and inflation

▪ Housing stats fall but remain

▪ Trailer production was up

▪ First tender accept has

significantly improved as
demand retreats

modestly when compared to
July

above 2019 levels. Existing
home sales decline for eighth
month
▪ West coast spot volume

▪ Independent contractors

with 1-5 trucks closing doors
appears to have leveled,
temporarily, as large fleets
are hiring less new payroll

lowest since May 2020
▪ Fuel costs continue to top list

of trucking industry concerns
when coupled with failing
contract rates
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▪ Shift continues in long-haul
▪ RFP’s continue to be pulled

forward in effort to capture
savings and introduce new
carriers

drive base to short haul more
desirable work for the drivers

light thus far but potential for
large fleets to exposed first.
Potential for other states to
follow suit
▪ Policy change at FMCSA for

first time positive hair follicle
testing
▪ Cullum Owings Large Truck

Safe Operating Speed Act
which would introduce speed
limiters (65 mph) continues to
linger in Senate
▪ Rulemaking by National

Highway Traffic Safety
Admin concerning automatic
emergency braking and the
mandate for all new trucks

Shipper trends
•

Focus on bids and procurement – implementing or planning network bids, mini-bids

•

Soft Market Bid Trends continue – carrier participation, bids per lane, competitive bids per lane,
savings vs historical baseline

•

Shippers also working to onboard and integrate new team members after record supply chain
churn and turnover

•

How to balance “market forces / opportunities” vs network stability and core carrier partnerships

•

Shifting to hybrid focus – manage service, cost out opportunities and long-term strategic
initiatives – Sustainability, Network Optimization, Actionable KPI’s and Data
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